Donor Recognition with Impact:
Planning for the Built Environment

Overview
There are countless ways to recognize and thank donors for
their contributions. In our work, we explore how donor
displays can be used most effectively to encourage increased
giving. Donor displays are impactful and long-lasting
features of the built environment or architectural setting that
demonstrate the importance and impact of philanthropy to
the organization. They are also a way to express gratitude on
behalf of your larger community. These installations can also
be a valuable reflection of your brand, philosophy and
continuing work as well as provide incentives and marketing
opportunities for further giving.
Responding to questions and challenges our clients have
encountered, we’ve consolidated our team’s experience
and best practices over a period of time to provide an
overview of the necessary considerations that should be at
the forefront of the planning process. For the purposes
of this paper we will cover donor recognition that results
in an experiential graphic design solution within the
built environment.
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Setting the Strategy

Above
Donor recognition display at
SickKids Hospital
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Donor Display Types
Donor recognition displays usually fall into one of two categories — annual giving or
capital campaign. Annual giving recognition is a longer fundraising cycle typically
undertaken every 5-10 years, and often results in a donor recognition display that signals
the ongoing achievements of fundraising goals. Capital campaign recognition applies when
an organization requires funds for a new building, special project or cause. Naming and
other recognition opportunities for donors are priced based on overall project costs as well
as a set monetary amount that needs to be raised in order to proceed. This type of
recognition typically reaches a point when the capital program ends and the donors are
finalized, and doesn’t require additional donors once the capital campaign is fulfilled.
Donor recognition can take many forms, such as a featured wall or installation in the
building of an organization that displays donor names, or naming opportunities in a
specific room, area, feature garden or entire building. These opportunities can include
anything from meeting rooms and special collections areas to a hospital wing or new
campus. Considering these complexities and differences will allow you to plan holistically
while fulfilling the long-term needs of accessibility, flexibility, changeability, maintenance
and future expansion.

The donor recognition display at The
Centre for Addiction and Mental Health is
an example of a capital campaign project
resulting in a named space. The display is
placed at the grand entrance for high
visibility, and gives observers the ability to
connect the support of Gerald Sheff &
Shanitha Kachan to the revitalization of
the psychiatric department.
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Cost and Scope
Once an organization’s fundraising goals are clear, one can continue to budget the
donations that will be spent on recognition. As a benchmark, we suggest that a sliding
scale of 1.5% to 5% of the campaign value be budgeted for the fabrication and
installation of donor recognition elements. This range represents simple, static donor
programs at the lower end, but can also capture more elaborate installations or the
inclusion of digital content on the higher end of the scale. This figure could go beyond this
range, depending on the level of recognition and content.
The number of donors is one of the first variables considered when creating a visual display,
as well as their different donation amounts and preferences. There can be anywhere from
one to thousands of donors that will need to be recognized in the program. For example,
donations can come in the form of cumulative gifts or endowments that span over multiple
years, or as one-time gifts. Information gained from exploring donor differences can help
to establish customized levels of giving that relate to placement, material, size and other
key variables. This will also help to better accommodate preferences and needs while
leveraging opportunities that are specific to certain types of donors.

Schulich’s donor display uses coloured
fins along the wall, going from warmer to
cooler colour zones that represent
donation amounts. Overall, this mirrors
the philosophy of the architectural
planning of the space, and serves as
subtle wayfinding from louder, more
exciting areas of the building to more
quiet, tranquil areas. Also this display
brings colour into an otherwise muted
lobby of greys and beiges.
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Assigning Hierarchies
Differentiation of donor recognition can require seemingly formulaic strategies in some
cases and rather complicated strategies in other cases, as there are various levels of
generosity that equate to ranges of donation amounts, levels and hierarchies. The challenge
is in enabling the public to understand the various hierarchies and their relationship to
each donor’s contribution. We’ve seen as many as ten different donor levels, which impact
the design of individual donor pieces. Common ways to differentiate levels of giving
include size, weight, material choice, dimension, and location on the overall display. To
reduce the number of hierarchies, lower level donations may be grouped together on a
single recognition piece, or displayed only on a digital screen.
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Another important consideration is the ordering of donor names. Usually, the first category
to dictate this is the donation amount, but within this category (especially if all donor
names are on the same panel), alphabetical order is beneficial if the campaign has been
capped and no additional donors can be added, as it avoids the appearance of preference
and levels the playing field for all donors. However, if donor names are on individual
panels and there will be names added to the overall display as a result of future campaigns,
random order is preferred as this prevents the display from having to be completely
rearranged every time new donors are added. These changes will be financially and
spatially achievable if considered ahead of time, with standard sizing created for all
possible scenarios. It is key to ensure that all contributing individuals feel that they are
being treated equally as donors, by considering the perceived value that will be associated
with visibility, size, location and quality of material. A best practice is to use a legend of
gift ranges to graphically define what donors are receiving when they donate a certain
amount.

On the Toronto International Film Festival
donor wall, donor levels are grouped
through predetermined donation amounts
that have been given a specific name (ex.
Platinum Gifts of $5,200 to $9,000).
The wall also specifies which donors have
been involved in annual campaigns and
those that have given one-time donations.
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Design Considerations

Above
Illuminated donor recognition wall
at OCAD University
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Material and Multimedia
Philanthropy is already deeply embedded in the environment and culture of an
organization, but this can be integrated architecturally in a way that feels natural to the
space. At the conceptual design stage, you should begin thinking about the main idea or
message that must be communicated through the display and the reaction you hope to
evoke from past and potential donors. With a deep understanding of how people
experience and interact with the built environment, experiential graphic designers can
help you achieve this through colour, texture, illumination, graphics and font while staying
true to the architectural atmosphere. In many cases, donor recognition displays can serve
as attractions, landmarks or valued art installations within the built environment and help
brand the space.
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Different budgets not only determine the choice of material, but also the creative
fabrication and how materials are manipulated. It is possible to save costs and still have a
beautiful display, and this can be acheived by considering seemingly small details such as
the number of characters for a donor name or plaque. The lighting of the area is also a
consideration, and if there is not much light in the space already, there are ways to either
focus lighting onto the donor wall, or illuminate it from the inside. While traditionally
static, donor recognition displays can now also be in a digital format, a powerful tool for
storytelling. For example, the sharing of personal stories has been found to be one of the
most influential factors in attracting new donations. Digital and interactive technologies
are a beneficial innovation in donor recognition displays, but it is important to know when
and how to integrate them, as they should fit in with the overall atmosphere of the donor
display and be cost-effective.

Humber College is a great example of
both digital and interactive technologies.
A series of seamlessly integrated touch
screens provide more in-depth
information about individual donors,
funds raised, and project initiatives. The
screens also introduce an interactive
component that brings the wall to life and
encourages engagement from passersby.
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Special Conditions
A major consideration is the display’s susceptibility to vandalism, and public buildings
such as schools or community centres are more vulnerable. These areas require materials
that are resistant to damage or can be easily cleaned. Other factors may influence the
choice of material, such as safety and health standards, prevalent for example in hospitals
where there are many considerations related to patient health. It is best to work with a
designer that is not only aware of factors such as these, but also has the full understanding
of different building codes and regulations.

At Artscape Wychwood Barns, a
suspended donor recognition installation
pays tribute to corporate and individual
contributions and reduces the risk of
vandalism.
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Placement
To gain the most value out of these investments, optimal placement for donor recognition
should consider architectural prominence within the greater context of the building. The
highest value should be given to areas with high traffic and visibility, such as major
entrances. It may be beneficial to place your display in an area that can be associated
with the positive outcomes of the organization’s work, such as an area near the graduate
wall of a school, or an awards wall in a hospital. It is also crucial to ensure this donor wall
is located in an area that doesn’t encourage congestion when individuals are gathering to
view the display. It is important to monetize these and other high value areas and record
them as early as possible to gain a clear grading and avoid selling the same space multiple
times. However in some cases when visual implications can be explained and agreed to by
donors, multiple names can also be displayed in the same area.
Another key consideration is the information displayed on wayfinding signage when
directing users to the various named spaces. Directional information should be direct and
concise, and the inclusion of donor names on wayfinding signs is not recommended. When
both the donor information and wayfinding information are present on signage, this results
in an overload of information, which is ineffective because users tend to ignore signage
when they are overwhelmed. This can be especially important for healthcare settings,
where visitors may be distressed.

This more enhanced solution is located
in a high traffic area at Bridgepoint
Active Healthcare and uses glass-like
composite blocks with motion sensors
that turn on when individuals interact
with the wall. By using interactive sensory
panels that light up when someone passes
by, the general sense is of light that
follows you up and down the Don River.
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Planning for the Future

Above
Donor recognition tower
at Southlake Regional Health Centre
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Updates and Changes
All choices related to the format of donor recognition displays will also affect the plan for
updates and changes, depending on whether the donor wall is static or dynamic. Static
donor walls are the result of a completed capital campaign, where no updates are
necessary. Dynamic walls are created to be changeable, responding to further donations
that require recognition. For both static and dynamic walls, ongoing maintenance will also
be required over time due to wear and tear, and this should be considered in the planning
stages. Keeping a detailed record of donations is crucial as many organizations have donor
lists spanning over many years, under multiple categories. Also, many donors will continue
to donate, putting them in entirely new donor levels.
In the initial planning phases of the donor wall, the space for growth will be crucial. For
an ongoing campaign, designers need to ensure that the display retains its aesthetic as
the campaign continues and more donor names are added. Additionally, the way that
donor names are presented will affect the adaptability to future additions. While a higher
level of flexibility in a static or digital donor program can increase the initial capital cost,
this will reduce the cost of future updates and upkeep. Updates on static recognition
design are typically completed as names are accumulated over a period of time, while
updates in a digital format could be done more instantaneously as more donors come on
board. Arranging names in a more creative formation rather than in lists can also help in
making the display visually pleasing at the beginning and end of campaigns.

At Orchestra of St Lukes, the donor
names are on individual glass panels that
can be updated individually. Also, the
large area used for the display leaves
room for additional donors.
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Donor Agreements
Similarly, donor agreements should identify the exact expectations of all parties with
relation to location and time length of recognition. Specifically, organizations should
be clear about what ‘in perpetuity’ means. To some organizations, this means 10 or 20
years, or as long as the program is present. For frequency of the updates, often the most
cost-effective strategy is to make updates in phases – either bi-annually or quarterly.
This ensures that the new graphic layouts for all donors can be designed at once.
A best practice is to plan ahead for changes by dividing the donor wall into sections
and assigning a specific numbering system that can be easily referenced when
installing replacements.

At the Four Seasons Centre for the
Performing Arts the named spaces are
identified through the use of different
line weights. By monetizing each space
clearly and communicating the visual
implications to donors, we were able to
display multiple names in the same area.
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Final Thoughts
While donor recognition displays can be beautiful works of
art, they are not arbitrarily designed and always begin from a
foundation of research and substance. Through the built
environment, recognition should represent the gratitude of
an organization as a whole, and this requires an allocation of
time and funds. Understanding what is required from the
earliest planning stages is imperative to ensuring responsible
allocation of these budgets. Donor profiles and expectations,
recognition formats, hierarchies and potential changes are
all important factors to consider in this planning.
Experiential graphic designers know the appropriate
solutions and right combinations to make the most of your
budget and ensure that the program can sustain itself over
time. They can help you navigate the complexities of your
organization, your set of objectives and the particulars of
your built environment. When successful, this results in a
stunning display that encourages further giving and
enhances the built environment, yielding an impressive
return on investment.
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Entro’s work is about connecting people to place. With a legacy and portfolio dating
back 50 years, Entro’s work is a testament to how graphics and media can be used to
enhance spaces, provide clarity, and profoundly effect the way we connect with places in
everyday life. In our practice, we call on design to fuel a dialogue between users and the
spaces they inhabit—from hospitals and transit hubs to museums, educational campuses
and throughout cities.
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